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From: John Zwo insk
To: William Reckley2
Date: Wed, Nov 7, 2001 3:44 PM
Subject: Re: Fwd: Site Location and Map Information for License Renewal Environmental
Reports

Please keep Zalcman and Masnik informed that u are working .thx.... Z

>>> William Reckley 11/07/01 12:26PM »> t 
Mary Pat may have an alternative using the exemptions of 2.790 for withholding of information....D. Ashley
and I plan to meet with her this afternoon

>>> John Zwolinski 11/07/01 11:20AM >>> tJ
Bill . My recommendation would be to have licensee submit all info except siting etc in one report and
package other info in a second companion report and protect the information more from the safeguards
angle....thus they meet obligation to get NRC everything and then it is our problem on
releasability .... thoughts ......Z

>>> Mindy Landau 11/07/01 09:56AM >>>
Mike, this is a very gray area right now. The Commission has some criteria before it which will give the
staff some general guidance about what type of material should not be released to the public. However,
until they vote, the offices have been using their own discretion in making decisions about what goes into
PARS. Currently, no substantive documents are being posted to the web page since it is undergoing a
systematic review and re-design. Once we receive the criteria, we may also have to decide at a more
specific level, agency-wide, which types of documents we will no longer make available. OGC has been
involved in this process and they are aware of the situation. For the long term, Margaret Federline's task
force may be recommending a new classification scheme for documents which will protect certain
sensitive materials from release that are not classified today. However, I know that doesn't help you

right now. Bottom line, I am assuming NRR management is proceeding business as usual until the
criteria have been established. FYI, the NRR folks who have been involved in this document review" are
David Matthews, Alan Madison, John Z. and Bill Reckley.

CC: Mindy Landau


